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In  this  paper  the  problems  of  utilization  of  inflatable  constructions  for
aerodynamic  stabilization  of  nanosatellite  and  deorbiting  are  discussed.
Cone-shaped inflatable mechanism, to obtain the passive stabilization of a
nanosatellite is  suggested, The device consists of an aluminum structure
7175 and a Mylar Film membrane. The production of gas (CO2) by reaction of
two  products,  acetic  acid  (vinegar)  and  sodium  bicarbonate,  has  been
selected as inflation method. It is important to know that these products are
in liquid and solid state respectively, thus, no pressure vessel is needed to
store gas. This reduces transport danger and its manipulation to minimum.
The paper has three main steps:
Structure design,  mechanic  analysis  is  done with  ProEngineer  software
(Creo Simulator), considering performing loads in the device, and dividing
them into:
- External: loads generated by aerodynamic forces.
- Internal: loads generated by the membrane’s internal pressure.
The device has following objectives:  weight  minimizing,  module  concept,
cost economizing, and risk and failure minimizing.
- Weight minimizing: the device is designed with the minimum necessary
mass quantity to bear stress caused by different load factors.
- Module concept: the device mechanism may be used in any CubeSat, as a
kit.
-  Cost  economizing:  the  construction  materials  have  been  selected
considering resilience and price.
- Risk and failure minimizing: the device has the least amount of mobile
parts to minimize risks.

 Thermal  analysis: by  SolidWorks  software,  performing  the
corresponding  analysis  to  determine  thermal  loads  linked  to  the
nanosatellite  orbit  parameters.  A  dynamic  thermal  analysis  is
simulated, regarding the times nanosatellite is located on the eclipse
zone and under the sun.

 Flying dynamics: a study of nanosatellite mass center in the plane
is performed, once cone is extended, and analyzing its behavior until
we obtain the final balance’s angle of attack.

At  altitudes  below 500 km, satellites  experience  a  significant  amount  of
aerodynamic drag that can be utilized to stabilize satellites to align with the
relative wind direction. Designing a non-rotating spacecraft such that the
center of pressure is behind the center of mass provides an aerodynamic
restoring torque, which in combination with an oscillation damping system
provides stability and alignment with the spacecraft velocity vector.


